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Nativism versus Empiricism

The debate between hierarchical versus sequential structure in language acquisition has recently flared up again (cf. Frank, Bod & Christiansen 2012; Pesetsky 2013). Roughly, the nativist view on language endorses that human language acquisition is guided by innate rules that operate on hierarchical structures. The empiricist view assumes that language acquisition is the product of abstractions from empirical input but leaves it as an open question whether sequential or hierarchical structure is needed. Some empirical models use sequential structure (e.g. Reali & Christiansen 2005) while other models are based on hierarchical structure (Bod 2009; Bod & Smets 2012).

Much work in empirical language acquisition has focused on a relatively small set of phenomena such as *auxiliary fronting*. For example, Reali & Christiansen (2005) argued that auxiliary fronting could be learned by linear models based on sequential structure, though Kam et al. (2008) showed that the success of these models depend on accidental English facts. Other empiricist approaches have taken the notion of structural dependency together with a combination operation as minimal requirements (e.g. Bod 2009), which overcomes the problems raised by Kam et al. (2008).

In Bod and Smets (2012) it was shown that a much larger set of phenomena can be learned by an empiricist computational model. These phenomena are well-known in the generativist literature (Ross 1967; Adger 2003) and are related to *wh*-questions, *relative clause formation*, *topicalization*, *extraposition* and *left dislocation*. It turned out that these hard cases can be learned by an unsupervised tree-substitution grammar induction algorithm that returns the sentence with the best-ranked derivation for a particular phenomenon, using only a very small fraction of the input a child receives.

However, Bod and Smets (2012) also observed that these nativist cases were learned by using relatively shallow structures with little or no hierarchy. This raised the question as to how much structure is actually needed to learn these syntactic constraints. In the current paper, we present a very simple model that reduces all syntactic structuring to concatenations of substrings without any hierarchy. We show that almost all results obtained by the hierarchical grammar in Bod & Smets (2012) can also be learned by means of a sequential grammar using substring-concatenation only.

It should be stressed that the essence of the debate between nativism and empiricism lies often in the relative contribution of prior knowledge and linguistic experience (cf. Lidz et al. 2003; Ambridge & Lieven 2011; Clark and Lappin 2011). Following the nativist view, the linguistic evidence is so hopelessly underdetermined that innate components are necessary. This Argument from the Poverty of the Stimulus can be phrased as follows (see Pullum & Scholz 2002 for a detailed discussion):

(i) Children acquire a certain linguistic phenomenon
(ii) The linguistic input does not give enough evidence for acquiring the phenomenon
(iii) There has to be an innate component for the phenomenon

In this paper we falsify step (ii) for a number of linguistic phenomena that have been considered “parade cases” of innate constraints (Crain 1991; Crain and Thornton 2006). We will show that even if a linguistic phenomenon is not in a child’s input, it can be learned by a sequential model using only a tiny fraction of child-directed utterances, i.e. the Adam corpus in Childes (MacWhinney 2000).

Methodology

Our methodology is very simple: by means of concatenations of substrings (of parts of speech) of any length from the Adam corpus, we compute from the alternative sentences of a syntactic phenomenon (reported in the generativist literature) the sentence with the *most probable shortest concatenation*. Next, we check whether this sentence corresponds with the grammatical sentence. The shortest concatenation is defined as consisting of the minimal number of substrings (smoothed by the n-shortest concatenations, similar as in Bod and Smets 2012). In case there is more than one shortest concatenation, the most probable one is computed by multiplying the (smoothed) relative frequencies of these substrings in the corpus. For example, given a typical nativist problem like auxiliary fronting, the question is: how do we choose the correct sentence from among the alternatives (0) to (2):

(0) *is the boy who eating hungry?
(1) *is the boy eating hungry?
(2) *is the boy who is eating hungry?

According to Adger (2003), Crain (1991) and others, this phenomenon is regulated by an innate principle. In our approach, instead, we produce all concatenations of
substrings that generate (the pos-sequences corresponding to) those sentences. Next, the sentence generated by the most probable shortest concatenation is compared with the grammatical expression.

An Example and Overview of the Results

As an example we will look into the Left Branch Condition (Ross 1967; Adger 2003). This condition has to do with the difference in grammaticality between (3) and (4):

(3) which book did you read?
(4) *which did you read book?

When we let our model generate these two sentences by the shortest combinations of substrings from Adam, we get the respective concatenations (3’) and (4’), where for reasons of readability we substituted the pos-tags with the words:

(3’) [which book] + [did you read]
(4’) [which] + [did you] + [read book]

In this case the shortest concatenation already breaks ties, thus we do not have to compute the most probable shortest concatenation (the latter actually being the typical case).

Table 1 gives an overview of the syntactic constraints/phenomena we have tested so far, and whether these can be successfully explained by the most probable shortest concatenation. The table shows that with only a tiny fraction of a child’s input (i.e. just the sentences from the Adam corpus) the correct sentence can be predicted by our simple model for all but two of the phenomena. Our result approaches Bod and Smets (2012) which missed only one phenomenon rather than two, but which relied on a much more complex hierarchical model that induced full-fledged probabilistic tree-substitution grammars. In the future we will therefore also test with larger corpora in Childes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Successful?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject Auxiliary Fronting</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH-Questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbounded Scope</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex NP Constraint</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate Structure Constraint</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Branch Condition</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject WH-questions</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH in situ</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superiority</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Superiority</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded WH-questions</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH-islands</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: overview of phenomena tested
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